
CHAPTER 44

She finally reached the exit, through the loading dock, where she was unloaded from the
truck some time ago. In a corner, there were about 100 people, all laboratory employees,
sitting on the floor with plastic ties holding their wrists behind their backs. 4 or 5 armed
agents watched any suspicious movement, while everything was a coming and going of
more agents taking documentation, computer equipment, and other objects. The loading
dock was full of FBI vehicles, including a couple of trucks. The FBI forces was undoubtedly
very impressive. The agents took Eva near a couple of ambulances, where they had quickly
set up a small tent for possible medical assistance.

The first aid nurses saw Eva hallucinated, and stuttering invited her to show her wounds.
Eva showed them her wounded chest to a nurse:
"You are... practically healed, are you sure it was done an hour ago?"

Eva nodded more focused on other concerns, since it didn't really hurt, at least right now.
Her three bullet wounds had become a nuisance no more. The nurses hallucinated with this
healing ability, they have never seen anything like it.
"Can you tell me where Agent Bradley is?" Eva said as they cleaned her wound a little
better.
"I think... I think he's in that truck directing the rest of the operation," said a nurse, shocked to
see that Eva was speaking to him from one of Virgin's heads.

A couple of minutes later, Agent Bradley appeared, greeting Eva effusively.
“You have done great, Eva! We've got the entire complex under control, and there's tons of
material very useful against this organization. Hundreds of detainees, documentary material,
empirical evidence, everything… everything except one thing.”
Bradley stared into Middi's face.

“There was a well-protected warehouse in the complex, but as we were about to enter
something inside was exploited, destroying everything inside. There were remnants of glass
from hundreds of test canisters, tanks and other samples, surely samples of the mutagen we
needed to get definitive proofs against this organization and its leaders…”
Bradley stared at Eva.
"Proofs that you promised to get..."

Eva hesitated a bit, but she noticed how in one of her vaginas were the canisters that Alex
placed before the whole operation. But she had a deal, and this was the moment to make it
effective.
“You also committed yourself to something, and your men have taken my friend. I haven't
seen him yet, and I'd like some proof that you kept your word."
Bradley continued to stare at Eva.

"Eva, we talked about it when we prepared the operation, I will do everything possible, but I
told you that it was not in my hands to get what you asked for"
"Agent Bradley, the deal was that Alex would go completely uncharged, free, and with a new
identity that would protect him from possible retaliation."



Agent Bradley looked at Eva as if they were in a poker game.
"I know perfectly what we're talking about, but you must understand that it's not just up to
me, I have some very angry bosses who want to put an end to this organization once and for
all. It won't be easy for me to allow one of its main researchers to go unpunished..."
“Agent Bradley, I'm sure you'd be able to figure out how, let's say... the arrest count… the
casualty report… the explosion in the warehouse… I'm sure you can be creative and get
what we want, right?”

Agent Bradley understood perfectly what Eva was implying. With a thoughtful face he
scratched his chin, and after a moment, he looked at her again:
“Do you have the samples…?”

Eva just nodded shyly, looking everywhere... Then Penny invited him to move to a less
exposed place. Behind the truck they were well hidden and Penny brought her tail full of
vaginas closer.
"What... what are you going to do...?" Agent Bradley asked, very impressed, seeing so many
vaginas together so close.
"You wanted the samples, right?"
“But…but…what are you going to do with that??” Eva secretly enjoyed seeing the powerful
FBI agent rendered defenseless in front of 8 female genitalia. Then Penny's arms took hold
of one of her vaginas and she gently inserted her fingers into it, one by one and then her
entire hand.
“E.. Eva! it is not necessary that… ” Bradley did not know where to go, he was visibly
impressed.

Eva pulled her hand away, with only three vials in it. The three small canisters, with a label
that read 2B-1H7. The altered mutagenic serum that Agent Bradley craved. Eva dried the
three boats on the towel that covered her gigantic glans, and showed them to him.

"We have a deal?" Said Eva, bringing them closer to one of her vaginas.
Bradley looked at the boats thoughtfully... and a moment later he said:
"Allright. It's fair, you've taken a great risk, I'm going to reciprocate and I'll take my own risk
for you. I am sure that among the remains of the explosion, we will find human remains of
your dear friend…”

Bradley winked at Eva, who smiled gratefully.
“And now…” Bradley held out his hand, but Eva still didn't give him the bounce.
"... a new identity... if possible with my same nationality"
"Count on it"

Eva stared at Agent Bradley. In her eyes she knew that she could trust him. So she held out
Penny's hand, handing over the 3 canisters of mutagen.

"Be very careful, they are very powerful". Eva said mysteriously. Agent Bradley smiled at her
without quite understanding what she meant. She winked at him and he turned around. But
before he turned and said:
“It has been an honor to meet someone like you, for multiple reasons. I hope everything
goes well for you"



Penny smiled gratefully at Bradley, who was lost among many more agents. Then three
strange shapes appeared in the crowd that Eva recognized immediately. My God, they were
more attention-grabbing than they seemed!
Rob, Maya and Sam were there!!

Eva's entire body moved toward them quickly, and with almost tears in all of her eyes, she
hugged them as tight as she could.
"Guys!! you are here!!” Eva scream excited
"Are you okay?? In the end you are fine! My God, how scared we have been!!” Maya said
also very excited.

Rob and Sam were happy too, hugging Eva wherever they could.
Eva spoke to her three friends at the same time and separately. It was one of the
advantages of having 6 heads, and knowing how to use them. The four of them spent a long
time sharing the experiences they had gone through, especially Eva, telling them everything
she had been through. They too had suffered a lot, especially due to the impotence of not
being able to do more than wait, always watching the evolution of the operation on the
command center monitors. During the endless hours that Eva's kidnapping lasted, her three
friends did not leave that place for a moment. Bad sleeping on sofas, or even on the floor.
But despite everything they gave a great display of loyalty.

Eva was excited to see that it was all over, and almost miraculously, she had turned out
reasonably well.
"And what happened to you there? My God, Eva, are you hurt??" Maya said worried seeing
the gauze on her chest that received the 3 shots.
"oh... no... it was nothing... look, it doesn't hurt anymore"
Eva removed the gauze pads, revealing the remains of dried blood, but only three closed
scars with some scabs remained.
"But, have you been shot??"
"Yes... but the bullet went in and out, I was lucky, but it's already cured, I don't know why, the
doctors were quite surprised, I don't know, I don't understand anything"

Half an hour later, everything was calmer. The trucks had left, the detainees had been taken
to the detention centers, and dispositive was being disassembled. An agent invited the 4 to
return to their vehicles to return to their homes. Rob Maya and Sam returned to the vehicles
the FBI had assigned them.
“See you at home, Eva. We love you!"
For her part, Eva was escorted to another truck like the one she used at the beginning. "I
suppose this is the type of transportation I have left from now on..." she thought, resigned.

As soon as she got into the truck, the door closed behind her and the lights came on. Eva
was a little scared when she saw at the bottom of it, among some boxes, a human figure.
She came out from between the boxes, and she approached Eva
"Alex!!!" shouted Eva, very excited.

She quickly approached and with her front legs she took the poor man by the waist and
raised him so that she could hug him tightly with all three of his torsos. Alex was also



overwhelmed by the reaction, but in the end he hugged Middi tight. In the end it turned out
well! she didn't know how she had done it, but she had turned out all right.
The three torsos of her released Alex, and holding him still in the air, she asked:
"Are you okay? They gave you a good punch"

“Yes.. it.. it hasn't been anything, and you? I thought I saw you bleed..."
“It was nothing, I'm fine now, but tell me! So they let you go free?" Eva wanted to check that
Agent Bradley had kept his promise.

“It's…it's been very strange. They arrested me, but instead of taking me with the others, they
locked me in a van for a long time handcuffed. I didn't know what was going to happen. And
after all that time, they took me out of there, they gave me a folder with documents, and they
put me in the truck. Who is… Oliver Plank??” Alex seemed to understand nothing of what
was going on.

Eva laughed very comfortably checking the documents with the two heads of Virgin.
“Hahahaha, it's you! Alex! Now Oliver is you! I made a deal with them. That's why I needed
the samples. Thanks to them, they will be able to accuse your organization of crimes against
global health. Of course, the price was not only to set you free, but totally out of the
investigation and with a new identity. Now you can redo your life as you want"

Alex couldn't believe what he was hearing. Eva put him gently on the ground, while she
continued to talk to him through one of Virgin's heads.
"No.. it can't be, are you serious??" Alex was on the verge of tears of emotion. Eva only
nodded, also holding back the urge to cry with joy.
“My God, Eva.. that's.. that's fantastic! no.. I don't know how to thank you! I... I owe you my
life!”

Suddenly the truck started, and began to move, starting the way back
"But... What am I going to do now? How do you restart a life, from scratch?"
Alex seemed overwhelmed by the future.

"Well I do not know. I also need to rethink mine. After everything that has happened to me, it
is impossible for me to go back to living as before, at home, with my parents, at school... my
life is also going to change. I'll have to move, and... I'll need help by myself, I don't know if I'll
be able to fend for myself..."

"Let me take care of you"
Eve looked at him surprised.
"What?" She said without understanding well
“Let me take care of you. It is the least I can do. I will get you a house, I will do the shopping
for you, the management, I will work and earn money for both of us, I will do everything that
you cannot do for yourself. Let me pay you back for what you have done for me. I don't know
how I'm going to do it, but I know I can."

Eva hesitated, she couldn't make someone like him, with her potential, lower himself as a
simple assistant to a mutant like her.



“But… Alex, you… I can't let you give up a new life to dedicate yourself only to me. I... I have
my parents, it won't be necessary for me to..."
"But Eva, you've said it, you'll need a new house, and care... besides, you were already a
university student, I'm sure you were thinking of leaving home soon. I can pretend to be... I
don't know, an assistant assigned to you by the FBI , as compensation for your help in the
operation?”
“Alex, the idea is wonderful, and I can't think of anyone better to help me than you, but what
about your life? You will have dreams and desire to accomplish them in another way, I
cannot ask you for something like that”
“My life has been a complete mistake for a very long time. I've been on the wrong side for
most of my life. I need to feel for once that I'm doing the right thing. And taking care of you is
the best way I can think of to correct my mistakes. Just let me help you"

The two looked at each other for a long time, until finally Eva, with all her eyes full of tears,
hugged Alex again with Virgin's hands, squeezing two giant vaginas against him.
“Oh, Alex…okay, you win!”

The end.


